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Make A Move
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
And they say we are not free to be
And I say sometimes freedom is a choice
Sometimes freedom is a voice
The voice that gets me to stand up for what I want
To step up for what I believe in. Hey
Stand up against oppression
Overcome discrimination
Sometimes freedom is a move. I’m free to move
A move is a step a move is a motion
that sets a direction triggers commotion
leading to reaction searching for solutions
Sometimes a move is all you’ve got
And they say we are not free to be
And I say sometimes freedom is a choice
Sometimes freedom is a voice
Sometimes is a noise
Sometimes is silence
My right to meditate my freedom to connect
Introspection is necessary
My right to elevate myself
My mission to evolve and tell
Tell myself everything has a purpose in the universe
Tell myself nothing needs to make sense at all.
Learning to let go so I can make that move my higher self knew from the start
A move is a step a move is a motion
that sets a direction triggers commotion
leading to reaction searching for solutions
Sometimes a move is all you’ve got
Sometimes a move that’s all it takes
Move
Make your move
Make that move
Move.

Tribal Cali Dub (D-C)
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
Me seh, we know your evil plan yeah, you’re trying to take over
But I & I inner strength will take us over
Over the mountain top like in the heart of the ocean
Beyond your Babylon walls in I-nity and devotion
Me seh, we know your evil plan yeah, you’re trying to take over
But I & I inner strength will take us over
Over the mountain top like in the heart of the ocean
Beyond your Babylon walls in I-nity and devotion
Tribal Cali Dub, here I am, here I stand
Protected by Light, by Jah Moon and Jah Sun
Chanting and drumming away Babylon
Blessed with Love by the Almighty One
Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end
Endless light you have to comprehend
Endless love right here in our hands
I-nity and devotion: our rights we defend
Me seh, we know your evil plan yeah, you’re trying to take over
But I & I inner strength will take us over
Over the mountain top like in the heart of the ocean
Beyond your Babylon walls in I-nity and devotion.

Illusions Of Time
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
Illusions of time in Babylon
Release your mind now
You know you can be strong
There are no limits
‘Cause you know you don’t belong
Set yourself free today
You know it’s been too long
Illusions of time in Babylon
Release your mind now
You know you can be strong
Overcome your fears
You know you don’t belong
It’s time to own your tears
It’s time to sing your song.

Prophecy
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
Prophecy
Visions or hypocrisy
Tell me, what can you really see
Let alone what you may foresee, hey
Prophecy
Leave it to those who can feel
To those who are letting go
Their material life and ego, mmm
Prophecy
Visions or hypocrisy
Cultural appropriation time
Don’t you know you crossed the line
So, shamanic innuendo
Are you tired to pretend? No?
Sunglasses dreadlocks catwalk
Enough of your judgement time talk.
Careful playing with other people’s culture
When you call your neighbors vultures
Careful judging around town
Point your finger to the ground now.
Take a good look in the mirror
And stop playing with fire, liar,
Take a good look into your soul
And trace back who you once were.
Let Isaiah be the voice
Spare us from your mental noise
Let the message be free
As it flows universally.
Who feels it knows it, Lord
Who feels it knows it
You know if this tune is dedicated to you
You can’t teach me how to pray or how to behave
Crusades time are gone, Let bygones be bygones
Tune back into One Love and let Jah Jah do the talk
Prophecy
Visions or hypocrisy
Cultural appropriation time
We all know you crossed the line
Prophecy
Leave it to those who can feel
To those ready to let go
Their material life and ego, mmm.

Blessed I Am
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
No one can do no harm
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
No man can do no harm
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
No one can do no harm
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
Yeah by the Almighty One
There were times I was in trouble when all I could see was struggle, hey, mmmmm
There were days I was in sorrow and I could see no tomorrow, no
Now reality is clear
I’m blessed with the gift of life
Light is always near, yeah
So I give thanks and sing…
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
No one can do no harm
Blessed we are
Blessed we stand
Together as One
We are gifted with life, love and purpose
Infinite potential, yeah, don’t let the door close
We can be here to make the world a better place
Goodness is beyond any concept of time and space
So, let’s finally evolve and spread love on and on
Let everyone sing, sing sing
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
No one can do no harm
Blessed we are
Blessed we stand
Mmmmm
Blessed I am
Blessed I stand
No one can do no harm
Blessed we are
Blessed we stand
Together as One.

African Roots
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
African roots...
African roots…
(Milla’s freestyle)
Africa,
African roots...

Freedom
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
Freedom they say
Freedom they chant
Freedom they preach
Freedom we seek
Songs of equality
Calling for justice
Dreaming of balance
Still chaos we see
Hear them chant about struggle
Broadcasting from a bubble
Hear them start another war
Watch them try to build a wall
Where’s the land of the free
Surely not across the sea
Surely not this land I see
Time to end brutality
Freedom they say
Freedom they chant
Freedom they preach
Freedom we seek
Here we chant no more troubles
Scoops blasting out of struggle
We see you start another war
We won’t have it anymore
Here we chant no more struggle
Yes we drum away our troubles
So you build another wall
Brick by brick you’ll see it fall.

Universal
Music and lyrics by S. Fuga
Universal
Universal connection
Universal
Universal connection
Beyond religion and race
Beyond language and face
Beyond philosophy and taste
Universal embrace
Beyond opinion beyond division
Beyond culture and tradition
Beyond identity just entity
Beyond…beyond
Beyond everything and anything
Beyond everyone and anyone
We are just one.
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